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Building back flexibly and better

Ranald Robertson, HITRANS



Transport in the Highlands and Islands is more 
than a journey, it’s often an experience



H&I Shared Mobility
• Declining bus networks
• Loss of 1 in 5 supported bus routes 

from 2010 to 2019
• Severe impact on rural bus networks 

and passenger choice
• Rural action needs revenue 

support

• NTS 2 Vision offers hope!



Bringing options together - MaaS

• Improved awareness of travel options
• Consistent fee across multiple modes 
• Ease of planning, booking and paying for 

integrated journeys
• Reduced need to travel by car 
• Makes mobility more accessible 



Demand Responsive Transport
• Support smaller operator and CT viability in rural 

/ semi rural areas
• Replace fixed route mileage with DRT 
• DRT as multi vehicle & multi operator trip first / 

last 3 miles
• Good pandemic / vaccination centre response 

DRT examples exist
• Plug rural communities into spinal interurban 

network
• Build Back Better - DRT in BSIP

• But don’t lose sight of affordability 
and software cost!



Moran taing
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Fflecsi Pembrokeshire and 
Community Transport

Debbie Johnson
Pembrokeshire Association of Community Transport Organisations
t. 01437 776550
e. debbie@pacto.org.uk
w. www.pacto.org.uk

mailto:debbie@pacto.org.uk
http://www.pacto.org.uk/


Pembrokeshire has a well established 
existing network of CT services

• Established network of flexible 
door-to-door services.

• Supportive and targeted to 
people with extra needs.

• Cost effective.
• Community-led and –based.

• Limited capacity – service 
restrictions

• Narrow user base
• 24+ hour advance booking
• Transport of last resort

Challenges:



Fflecsi Pembrokeshire is a 
community transport based pilot

• Vastly increased service availability
• App and online booking as well as by phone
• Book only 90 minutes ahead – or less!
• Appeal to new passengers – young people, tourists 
• Cost effective community group travel?

• Ensuring we still provide the 
support needed by those with 
extra travel needs.

• A big operational step-up for a 
small rural community minibus 
operator.

New Challenges:

Benefits over our traditional CT services:

• Understanding gaps/more marginal provision where there is still an 
important role for more traditional CT services.

• Opportunities for CT services to make use of the new infrastructure?



CoMoUK - Buses on Demand
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Building public transport 
for the future 
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Via. Proprietary & Confidential.

£1.4m
annual savings expected
from introducing DRT

15 mins
average wait time, vs.
hourly service before

40%
expected reduction in
subsidy per journey

Problem:
Subsidy on supported bus services skyrocketed from 
£2 to more than £10 per journey after Covid-19

Solution:
� Conducted consulting study to simulate different 

DRT service structure

� Significant savings found from replacing subsidised 
fixed routes with DRT, while maintaining service 
accessibility and integrating to commercial network

� “MK Connect” launched to replace one route in Oct 
2020, and is expanding to replace all subsidised 
bus routes in April 2021

� Service accessible by phone and app, and pushes 
passengers to commercial buses where possible

• Via operating  an accessible fleet with primarily 
electric vehicles

Milton Keynes Council, 
England.

“ViaVan has identified a way for 
us to save money without 
cutting services. A win-win!”

— Adele Wearing, Milton Keynes 
Council
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Via. Proprietary & Confidential.

4.9
out of 5 average 
passenger rating

~90%
of bookings made digitally

45k+
journeys in first year

Problem:
Rural communities in Tees Valley had become cut off 
after the removal of unviable bus services

Solution:
� Launched “Tees Flex” on-demand bus service in 

Feb 2020 to reconnect isolated rural communities

• Serves 3 distinct regions initially: Darlington & 
Stockton, Hartlepool, and Redcar & Cleveland

• Zone expanded multiple times given service 
popularity, and to cover Covid vaccination sites

� Operated by Stagecoach, on behalf of Tees Valley 
Combined Authority

• Accessible via the Tees Flex app, web-app or by 
phone for both on-demand and pre-booked 
journeys

• Praised by Transport Secretary Grant Schapps as 
an example of best practice post-Covid

Stagecoach: Tees Valley, 
England. 

“It’s fantastic to see Tees Flex 
having such a positive impact on 
local people, just one year into 
its pilot. Tees Flex is about 
keeping our rural communities 
connected and making sure that 
local people can get around the 
region easily and cheaply”

— Ben Houchen, Tees Valley Mayor



Thank you.

Thank you.

Sarah Forman
sarah@ridewithvia.com



Appendix
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Via. Proprietary & Confidential.

150+
partnerships

20+
countries

2m+
rides/month

350+
engineers

An on-demand mobility system operating at a global scale.
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Via. Proprietary & Confidential.

Passenger app / 
interface

Operator tools

Driver app

Via’s system: Highly customisable, with three key pillars.

An integrated suite of tools built to communicate seamlessly, used on a broad 
range of use cases and scales 



Smart Bus Platform 
for Organizations

Barak Sas
Head of Corporate Development
24 March 2020



Solving your mobility 
challenges

Lack of safe transport alternatives
Ensure your employees are arriving at work in a safe environment

Recruitment challenges
Improve retention and attraction with stress tailored commuting

Car parking pressures
Causes stress and anxiety to your workforce and increases your footprint

Time wasted organising transport

Managing a commuting solution is challenging and a waste of your time



Our service platform allows us to deliver a fully 
managed end-to-end solution

Enhanced routing 
using employee 

data

Easy-to-use booking & 
tracking tools built for 

employees

Serviced by high 
quality vetted 

operators

Transparent and 
actionable reporting 

that is fully automated

Dedicated client 
support teams, 

employee support 
and account 
management 

1 2 3 4 5



We identify public 
transport deserts

We build compelling 
routes for employees

We customise the 
booking experience for 
our clients

We service with a flexible 
network of high quality
operators

We support riders and 
clients with live 
customer support

We constantly optimise, 
promote + account 
management  

We deliver a full end-to-end 
service offering



Tickets & Passes
Single, return tickets or larger 

subscription bundles

Purchasing
Employees can buy tickets 

on the app

Manage rides
Change your bookings if 

your shift changes

Tracking
Live vehicle tracking and 

reminders alerts

Customer support
Live chat available on 

our app

Delivering a 10* employee experience



Impact on access to employment

West Yorkshire… travel to 
work project… free 
countywide ticket for the 
first month of 
employment… Feedback 
from questionnaires 
revealed 23% would not 
have been able to accept 
the job without the 
ticket..

UCL, 2014

65 per cent stated that 
the bus enabled them not 
only to get work but also 
to keep their job and 28% 
stated that they would 
not be able to get to 
work without the bus

University of Westminster, 2008

“Two out of five (38%) 
jobseekers say lack of 
transport is a barrier to 
getting a job”

Office of Deputy Prime Minister, 
2003



Impact on the environment



Ocado uses Zeelo to save
£210k in recruitment costs and
to relieve parking pressure

CUSTOMER STORY

With Ocado having rapid hiring plans our objective was to help
relieve increasing parking pressures and reduce infrastructure costs, along 
with tackling recruitment and retention goals.

+28%
Growth month-on-
month

260
Weekly rides 
to Ocado

210k
Saved each year by Ocado on 
recruitment



XPO Logistics uses Zeelo's COVID-19 Key 
Worker Service to get employees to work 
safely and allow Matches Fashion to 
continue trading

CUSTOMER STORY

“Zeelo responded quickly, we had the routes, vehicles, timetables 
(working to accommodate both day and night shifts ) and safety 
procedures all in place within 24 hrs, amazing work.”

Mitzi Voase, Travel Manager, Matches Fashion

1260
Riders per week

3
Service times

COVID-19
Measures in place on-board
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*Booking by phone also available as an option
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EůƖɑšůƖěɑŀţĳůƖšðƪŀůţȧɑƓŘěðƞěɑ
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ǨǯǱǰǱɑǯǫǯǰǱǪ
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Padam Mobility – CoMoUK
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Pioneers of Digital DRT in the UK (2016)
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Europe

Morocco Hong-Kong

Malaysia

WORLDWIDE REFERENCES

Europe
UK

LINCOLNSHIRE, UK
CallConnect (LCC), 2020

BRISTOL, UK
Slide (RATP Dev), 2016

France REGIONS
PARIS REGION (26) France
TAD IDFM (IDFM), 2018

BRITTANY REGION, FRANCE
Breizhgo, 2019

PAYS DE LA LOIRE
Alehop, 2020

Electric Vehicles
STRASBOURG
Flex’Hop (CTS), 2019

MaaS integrations
GATINEAU, CANADA
STO, 2021
LILLE, FRANCE
Llevia, 2019

57Canada
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LEADERS OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT USE OUR PLATFORM

TRANSIT OPERATORS

PUBLIC TRANSPORT AUTHORITIES

PARTNERS
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PADAM MOBILITY DRT INTERFACES

Users
Booking website

User App
Hotline

Call Centre Ops
Call Centre interface

Operators
Management interface

Drivers
Driver App
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Rural DRT – call connect



CallConnect Pilot - LCC
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CallConnect Pilot - LCC
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CallConnect Pilot - LCC
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CallConnect Gainsborough Pilot - LCC

What they were looking for :

● Better route dispatch (More automatisation)
● Better customer experience
● Attract a younger population

About the Gainsborough pilot :
● 2 vehicles, free floating 
● Monday to Saturday 
● School transport 
● One of the most deprived areas in the region
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CallConnect Lincoln Pilot extension

What to expect  :

● 2 more zones
● 5 vehicles 
● Suburbs of the largest town of the region
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David Carnero
Head of Business Development International
david@padam.io
+44 7917 750333

Thank you



Who are Liftango?
COMPANY OVERVIEW



Our Story

years of enabling 

demand-responsive 

shared transport.

shared transport 

networks launched 

globally.

Office locations in 

Australia, North 

America & the UK.

100+ 34
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Where Liftango operates:
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What is
Demand-Responsive 
Transport?

• Making transport convenient, 

affordable and sustainable.

• One platform to optimise fleet 

movements and improve the 

passenger experience.

PUBLIC 
TRANSPORT

CORPORATE 
TRANSIT

COMMUNITY 
TRANSPORT

LIFTANGO’S DYNAMIC
ON-DEMAND 
PLATFORM

Optimised fleet 
movements & improved 
passenger experience
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Flexible Service 
Configuration

360-degree
Operational Control

Managed
Implementation

Solution Overview



3 Rural Case Studies
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Coast Connect (Australia)
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BCGO (USA)

l i f t a n g o . c o m 8

• 50 sq miles area

• 3 vehicles

• Partnership with the Local 

Authority and the Transit Agency



Regional coverage
6 Buses
12 hrs / day operation
To/from commercial centres

Rural Mobility Fund application:
- Mass transit intermodal & ticketing
- Transfer discount motive

JustGo North Lincs (UK)
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https://www.justgonorthlincs.co.uk/

https://www.justgonorthlincs.co.uk/


T h a n k  y o u !



Australia’s DRT Cost per trip trend

l i f t a n g o . c o m 1 1

• High cost per trip initially during 
the DRT launch and education 
phase.

• Time, word of mouth and 
ongoing marketing assists with 
reduction of costs.

Policy Lesson:

Commitment to DRT and continued 
evolution of the service brings the 
cost per trip down.



Thank you for 
joining us

Lorna Finlayson
lorna@como.org.uk
como.org.uk


